
SOLD OUT

REF. FERNANDO-VI-19

Prices available on request New development - Sold out
Fernando VI Properties
Wonderful new development in Justicia with 3 and 4 bedroom properties

Granted
Building licence
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OVERVIEW

Penthouses and apartments of 3 and 4 bedrooms on the
charming, leafy street of Fernando VI, in a brand new
development in justicia, one of the most sought after
areas of Madrid City.

This stunning fully refurbished project has been carried out in a building with a
protected classical façade located at the very heart of Justicia, on one of the most
popular streets, Fernando VI, 19. Being just a few metres from the Plaza de las Salesas
and Paseo de Recoletos.

The development offers spacious 3 and 4-bedroom apartments and penthouses
which combine high quality design and unbeatable location. The development boasts
exceptional finishes inside the units, using the best quality materials while restoring
some traditional features.The development also boasts fantastic communal facilities,
such as a community club house with gym, spa and sauna. Each unit includes 2
parking spaces included in the price and located in the building opposite. Solar
panels add to the energy efficiency of the building.

A fantastic opportunity for families and investors to acquire a stylish new property on
one of the most prestigious streets in Madrid city.

Highlights

Great, central location
Choice of 3 or 4 bedrooms
Stunning protected classical façade
Designer interiors
Sensational communal facilities
2 parking spaces included
High rental yield

lucasfox.com/go/fernando-vi-19

UNITS IN THIS DEVELOPMENT

Type Status Floor Distribution Size

Penthouse Sold Floor 5 4 Bedrooms 5 Bathrooms 250m², Terrace 61m²
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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